Disclaimer: Data

Responsibility for Data Content

Data content for this website has been compiled with great care. The operators of this website will
not be held responsible for the validity of the content in any way. Usage of this website is at the risk
of the user. A contribution by marked providers does not in all cases reflect the opinion of the
operators, only the provider’s personal opinion. Using the content of the website does not generate
any contractual relationship between the operators and the users. Terms and conditions for the
subscription section are defined separately.

External Links
This website contains links to third party websites, for which the respective operator has sole
responsibility. F-Register’s operators verified all third party website content, prior to linking them to
this site for the first time. At that time, no statutory violations were discovered. The operators are
neither influenced by the current or future content of linked websites and do not adopt the content
of the same. Constant reviewing of the linked websites by us is not feasible; however important
information received of statutory violation by a linked website, will lead to immediate removing of
the link by the F-Register operators.

Copyright and Ancillary Copyright
The Website is hosted on a server located in Germany. Website content is liable to German law.
Every application, not covered by German copyright and ancillary copyright, requires the written
consent of the operator or the respective rights’ owner. This applies especially to the use, copying,
editing, translating or duplication of content in databases, publications or electronic media of any
kind; plus the copyright of third parties, that are marked accordingly.

Access to the website does not enable data to be circulated; this applies to any part of the content
and complete websites. Copying and downloads are only permitted for personal use complying with
subscriber terms and the regularities and user guidelines. Business related usage of any data or
content is generally prohibited.

Displaying this website in external frames is only allowed with written permission.

Data Privacy Protection
When visiting F-Register.com, the date and time of access information is generated and stored. This
data is anonymous, not individually-related and is stored for statistical requirements only. There will
be no commercial distribution to third parties of any data generated by access to F-Register.com.

The operators explicitly point out that data communication via internet cannot be fully secured
against unjustified access and that security vulnerability, which is not under the influence of the
operators, may occur.

The operators forbid commercial distribution of any data from this website. The operators do not
allow any usage of data displayed within the imprint to be used for advertising purposes by third
parties, except where the operators have agreed in writing.
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